Italian-English translation
NIME
Elite One Loudspeakers
“Elite One have been designed aiming to the satisfaction of a client “lover for the Beauty” and
who is looking to the sound reinforcement of a room by the use of “hot” speakers to show off.”
Riccardo Mozzi
I met Nico Memoli, the owner of NIME Audio Design, thanks to common friends, also
passionate about Hi Fi, who introduced us back in the summer of 2012. I’ve been invited in
the Atelier where the NIME loudspeakers are assembled for a first glimpse of the Elite One
(the name of the loudspeakers) and they immediately confirmed my impression about the
possible use of the Accuton drivers. The not ideal environmental acoustic conditions and,
most of all, the rough and heavy american amplification did not permit the loudspeakers to
express all the potential they had. I then decided to ask those back for a better and critical test
run under controlled and ideal conditions. What follows is what happened during a cold
December.
Description
Elite one have been designed aiming to the satisfaction of a client “lover for the Beauty” and
who is looking to the sound reinforcement of a room by the use of “hot” speakers to show off
and not to hide inside a ceiling or behind a curtain….: most likely the final “usual” client of
these loudspeakers is not someone with a huge audiophile passion, but, obviously, if the
loudspeakers also sound well, then…even better…
What we discover is that the geometry of the cabinets has not been designed only for
aesthetic purposes but also both to reduce the external diffractions and the possible internal
resonances since the front is blunt just around the speakers (Avalon rules) and thanks to the
not parallel faces of the cabinet. The material chosen for the construction is metal and it is
possible to chose two types of metal (aluminum and steel for model Elite S) in order to to
have two different types of finish. The steel one looks quite much futuristic, both the pedestal
and the loudspeaker itself can be finished as a very technological mirror like polish that well
adapt to installations on board of a luxury yacht, just like the ones that made Viareggio very
famous all around the world thanks to brands like Perini, Codecasa, Azimut etc. The colors of
the satin finishes are mainly the Black and the Grey but it is possible to order by the client the
desired color.
The speakers adopted are one Accuton 7” woofer and one Accuton 1” tweeter, placed in a
rigid cabinet with a rear reflex hole. The cabinet is well connected to the stainless steel
pedestal base that also house the crossover. Three conic tips can be screwed in the pedestal
base while the bi-wiring link is not foreseen here since it is probably not so important for the
clientele of these diffusors.
Sound Analysis
Some days before the delivery of the loudspeakers we decided to loan to NIME a Conrad
Johnson amplification in order to understand if there was an evident sound improvement.
This was confirmed just few hours later after the amplification was delivered. Strong of this

result we asked to a couple of muscular transporters to deliver the loudspeakers to our room
situated at the 4th floor of our building. The loudspeakers we tested were the very first born
exemplars where the pedestal was not detachable from the speaker (we sent this logistic
feedback to the manufacturer who is already studying a design change in order to improve the
transport and installation).
“....the geometry of the cabinets has been designed not only for aesthetic purposes but also
both to reduce the external diffractions and the possible internal resonances …”
Once the loudspeakers were in our room we dedicated a couple of days to understand the
best collocation that could lead to an optimal compromise between width, scene depth and
the relative focus, since these Elite One shows to be quite sensible to the modifications of the
positioning and of the orientation. This result was obtained thanks to a conspicuous
inclination of the speakers towards the listening point, with the crossing of the two axes a
little bit behind the head.
We mainly used the same Spectral amplification (DMC20 and DMA250), but for a further
check we decided to connect also a more economical Conrad Johnson that showed it’s tone
imprint to optimally self combine with the precise ceramic drivers. The analog source was the
new Scheu Analog Premier MkIII (we previously used a MkII with a “small” 50mm plate while
this one is the 80mm one) with a Scheu Classic MkII 12” arm housing alternatively the Blue
Electric Virus an the Forsell Boron. We also used an integrated digital reader Playback Design
MPS3 whose conversion section reproduced what was sent by a Mac Mini equipped with an
Audirvana player (maybe a little bit more precise of a pure Music…) and finally an external
disk Lacie of 2TB. The consolidated “Cable Park” is featuring the Meleos and the Revelational
for the digital and the amplification and the White Gold, the Meleos and the NBS and the De
Antoni for the power.
Few were the adjustments to replace the numerous acoustic correctors because after a little
bit of handling the NIME occupied the same surface where the personal Avalon Eidolon were
stationing despite the different inclination.
The Elite One were already well run and so after few days we started a series of listening
sessions with some friends and with the manufacturer. During these sessions it was clear
right after few minutes how much recognizable the extremely delicate sound fingerprint that
the Accuton speakers have: a peculiar characteristic that assimilate them to the best
electrostatic and isodynamic for what concern the sophistication and the airiness they can
provide to any music genre, although some instruments (the vibraphone and the harp) seems
born to be played with this king of transducers…!
It is inevitable that when asked to reproduce the more energetic music genres in the lower
gamma the NIME speakers show their limits. The limits are not made by distortions or
artificial swellings that are quite common in some speakers designed to artificially “flavor” the
mid-low in order to hide the missing lower 8th; the Elite One is simply missing it but right over
this limit the performance is stunning. It is simply a privilege to listen such articulation: the
attack and the release are instantaneous (thanks also to the fast amplification used…) and it is
totally absent every form of “fatness” (as the director would say, and who explain: “I would
like to add that the speed and the precision of the speakers are also due to the hyper-rigid
structure of the cabinet: this is a key element for a linear movement of the cone, PB) that often
obscures a bit the lower gamma of the audio spectrum even with my beloved Eidolon. In each
modern music incision where an electric or acoustic bass is present it is very easy to separate
the accompaniment of the bass from the solo player and the collocation of the contra-bass is
incredibly delineated and focalized inside the soundstage, that is by the way not easy at all

since such an instrument tends to occupy volumes a little bit more conspicuous than what
those really are, invading also the surfaces dedicated to the other players and then
consequently diminishing the possibility of an exact spatial global collocation of the whole
ensemble.
It is probable that a good part of the excellent performance in the mid-low gamma lies exactly
in the super rigid cabinet construction allowing the speakers to “vibrate”, minimally reducing
the spurious perturbations of the cabinet that would result very clear to hear; and it is also
probable that similar performances in low gamma listened in the past (The Krell diffusors
with metal cabinet) are exactly due to the “insensitivity” of the cabinet, absolutely insensible
to many pure vibrationals.
The dimensions of the sonorous scene result to be, unfortunately, a little bit wider and, most
of all, detailed with respect to the reference, even if this peculiarity could be ascribable to the
smaller dimensions of the structure of these NIME (and of the stand diffusors generally
speaking), in respect of the big volumes occupied by the Eidolon that, inevitably, can
contribute a little bit to alter the correct sonorous reconstruction inside the volume in front of
the listener. We use since quite some time some recordings where some instruments and/or
singers are present but very much lateralized that are very difficult to “detach” from the
inside of the diffusor and to better replace behind it; with the NIME this operation is
performed very naturally, with the diffusors that really disappear from the “acoustic vision”.
Rarely the very unpleasant “theatre” physiognomy of the soundstage can be noticed, by semi
cylindrical shape, with the ends that start and stop inside the diffusor, moving more or less in
depth only in the center of the sonorous image.
Several recordings have been listened by “pure audiophiles” (terrible !!!, PB), recordings
where only the technical aspect much advanced, since the artistic quality results to be often
non-existent…: well, even during these sessions the fluidity and the gentleness of the NIME
emission permitted the (technical) listening to be really nice and relaxing; irrefutable proof of
a reduction leading to the natural.
Maybe in some recordings a little bit more “strange” a slight hint of nasality emerges in the
female voices, however it could be a personal impression and it was not shared by other
critics…(the recording was it really nasal? PB)
The efficiency is fair, even if it seems that much more ampere would be necessary in order to
“wake up” the woofer that, even if docile, requires a lot of energy to fully show its
performances. A possible competitor of these NIME, from the point of view of the pure
performances, is the Mixing Monitor by Avalon that, by chance, adopt the same driver; the
different finish of the Italian product “forces” these last ones to a price list definitely higher.
“…the fluidity and the gentleness of the NIME emission permitted the listening to be really
nice and relaxing…”
Conclusions
In a period of crisis like this one to imagine to create a new company, that position itself in a
market segment deeply suffering this crisis, may seems a very brave adventure. It could be
relatively simple to realize diffusors with the help of a good carpenter, but a structure like the
NIME one would require an extremely expert carpenter able to finish the external look of the
cabinet and with the ability to well hide all the technology necessary for the construction. We
must acknowledge Nico Memoli the braveness to introduce these new diffusors that can well
play their cards in the design field, but that cannot allow to have performances less than
flattering having verified performances confirmed by a critical listener.

It is difficult to comment the price list despite it is quite easy to imagine the high
manufacturing costs, since the construction and the manufacturing are totally hand-made.
Dedicated to rich ship-owners, but also to passionate audiophiles of beautiful things to be
enjoyed in appropriate rooms. Riccardo Mozzi

